
Evolutionary analysis 
We exploit recent advances in sequencing technology to expand research that used to be focused on individual genes to the whole genome scale. We 
undertake and develop research programmes directed at understanding the basis of adaptation to changing abiotic and biotic environments, resistance 
evolution, mating systems, and the implications of assessing biodiversity and population genetics across whole genomes. We work with researchers across 
the University and our external collaborators to develop quantitative tools and human resources necessary to handle and visualise the large amounts of 
data inherent to this scale of approach and develop new computer programmes and phyloinformatic tools to facilitate data analysis.  

Local adaptation in Scottish mountain frogs 
The Scottish highlands provide a naturally replicated system (i.e. mountain 
gradients) for assessing how climatic variables such as temperature and rainfall 
might influence the persistence and genetic connectivity of organisms, without 
complications associated with human-induced habitat contraction.  In partnership 
with the Royal Zoological Society of Scotland, this PhD project uses common frogs as 
a model to investigate how altitudinal gradients affect local adaptation and patterns 
of gene flow in the nearly continuous wetland habitat available in the highlands 
(www.scottishfrogs.co.uk). 
	


Ecological speciation in lampreys in Scotland 
Although there are a variety of processes by which populations can diverge to become 
species, one of the most controversial is whether populations living in the same place 
but utilizing different resources can speciate. Lampreys demonstrate repeated 
evolution of variation in feeding adaptations (i.e. parasitic or nonfeeding as adults) 
and lifestyle (i.e. anadromous or remaining in freshwater habitats).  In partnership 
with Scottish Natural Heritage, this PhD project  examines whether populations in the 
Loch Lomond cachement area that display a range of differences in morphology and 
feeding should be considered as distinct species or just phenotypic plasticity within 
species. 

African wild dogs are one of the world’s 
most highly endangered canids. In 
partnership with the Royal Zoological 
Society at Edinburgh Zoo, this PhD 
project compared levels of diversity in 
wild and captive populations at both 
neutrally evolving and potentially 
adaptive genes in order to make 
genetically informed management 
decisions about captive breeding 
programmes in European zoos.  Mixing 
of individuals between zoos for 
breeding had been opportunistic, which 
has resulted in high levels of inbreeding 
w i t h i n t h e z o o p o p u l a t i o n s .  
Nevertheless, captive populations 
appear to maintain most of the diversity 
found in the wild,   which increases the 
v a l u e o f s t r a t e g i c b r e e d i n g 
programmes.    

Resistance evolution and epidemiology of parasitic worms 
Parasitic worms provide substantial economic problems to livestock and animals 
managed for hunting, particularly if resistance develops to drugs used for their 
control.  However, surprisingly little is known about the host and parasite factors that 
influence resistance evolution.  Recent PhD student projects have focused on 
evaluating resistance development in parasites in relation to their mating system (in 
managed grouse populations in Scotland), assessing whether human parasites can 
pose a conservation risk to wild animals in managed park situations (in nonhuman 
primates in Africa), and using an experimental evolution approach to model the 
factors that affect resistance in livestock.  
	


Natural systems tend to be spatially 
heterogeneous, which is expected to 
influence how pathogens can spread 
and persist in these systems. Modern 
analytical tools that integrate genetic 
and geographic data from both 
pathogens and their hosts can help to 
unders tand how env i ronmenta l 
variability affects population dynamics 
and evolution of infectious diseases. A 
current PhD project, funded by the 
Medical Research Council and in 
collaboration with the Veterinary 
Laboratories Agency (VLA), examines 
how landscape processes are influencing 
the spread of rabies in domestic dogs 
and how this may be exploited to 
improve disease control. Another project 
funded by the National Institutes of 
Health addresses similar questions for 
wildlife rabies, together with North 
American partners (Emory University, 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency).  
 

Molecular epidemiology of measurably evolving, multi-host pathogens 
Many pathogens are able to infect multiple host species, which has important 
implications for questions about host-parasite co-evolution and disease control.  
Genetic sequence data offer a powerful means to track the temporal and spatial 
spread of pathogens through host communities, especially where these pathogens 
accumulate variation at epidemiologically relevant time scales. With support from the 
Wellcome Trust and Novartis, we are integrating whole genome sequencing of 
Mycobacterium bovis with epidemiological models to understand the role of cattle and 
badgers in the dynamics of bovine TB.  In other projects, we are using a combination 
of simulations and genetic data to examine the role of alternative hosts in the 
evolutionary dynamics of viral animal pathogens, such as classical swine fever. 

Landscape genetics of pathogens and their hosts 

Conservation genetics of captive and wild populations of African wild dogs 
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A unique research Institute linking research on animal diseases, production and welfare  
with ecological and evolutionary approaches  
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